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Status
 Open

Subject
Shop profile: Managers aren't allowed almost anything

Version
18.x

Category
Consistency

Feature
Trackers

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
hman

Lastmod by
hman

Rating
     (0) 

Description
The Shop profile does create two new groups: Customers and Managers. Managers get some
permissions in regard to payments, but none for trackers. This means Managers aren't allowed to
populate the products tracker with items, only admin can do that. Also, they aren't allowed to
remove tracker items. The entire permissions roster should be checked for consistency.

Also, it should be checked whether or not tiki_p_view_category should be granted to anonymous,
otherwise the category won't be output in the shop. Another story is tiki_p_list_trackers. In the
default shop profile, this is granted to anonymous, but still for some reason only the admin can list
the products tracker?

Thanks
hman

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

https://dev.tiki.org/item7365-Shop-profile-Managers-aren-t-allowed-almost-anything
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Created
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by hman

LastModif
Monday 11 May, 2020 05:53:01 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 11 May 20 09:35 GMT-0000

Hi hman

These bug reports are generally for reporting problems in the tiki code, if you can see a way to fix the
profile then please do (they're just wiki pages and the same login you use here will work on profiles.t.o)

Thanks 

hman 11 May 20 09:45 GMT-0000

IMHO somebody needs to go through all permissions and check them, preferrably the author of the
profile. Also, all changes need to be tested against all relevant Tiki Wiki versions...

Jonny Bradley 11 May 20 13:32 GMT-0000

I think i started that one about a decade ago but many people have worked on it since - Tiki is a
community project and depends on volunteers, that's how you give back in return for the free
software!

I have been intending to get back to it for some years now but i don't have a personal use for it any
more, so it may be several years more before i can spend significant time on it...

So please do go ahead and make the changes you need, i'll try to help and advise where needed.

Thanks and good luck!

hman 11 May 20 13:56 GMT-0000

Then I'd like to point you to my question on tiki.org, because my installation has one strange
deviation from a real profile installation and I cannot explain it, but do not think that this is a bug
(categories are not displayed for non-admins). Thanks...

https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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Jonny Bradley 11 May 20 14:32 GMT-0000

As you said above, and i agree, you need to add some perms for anonymous, at least
tiki_p_view_category which does seem to be missing from the profile, they probably also
need tiki_p_download_files.
Managers should probably have tiki_p_add_object and tiki_p_modify_object_categories

HTH

hman>Jonny Bradley 11 May 20 15:46 GMT-0000

Replied to
As you...

Great, thanks! Runs a lot smoother now. Managers still do not have "item admin", but I guess
that depends on the separate admin permission, and is not really essential - because
Managers can now edit products.

What still doesn't look right, but that is probably not a bug, but an error on my manual
implementation: Managers who edit a product, cannot change (or initially define) categories.
The section "category" is there, and the category is given, but it cannot be altered. I guess I
missed something...

Thanks
Hman

Jonny Bradley>hman 11 May 20 15:51 GMT-0000

Replied to
Great,...

That's usually tiki_p_modify_object_categories because it lives in the tiki section of
permissions not the category one (because it applies to objects, not categories)

It's often missed out and tricky to find...

hman>Jonny Bradley 11 May 20 16:20 GMT-0000

Replied to
That's...

Yep, I found it. You really took some effort to hide it  I guessed it to be not a global, but a
local permission on the tracker, but then it's not under category, but under tiki... Changed it,

https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
https://dev.tiki.org/user8515
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and it works. THANKS!

But that is missing in the profile, too... (And that is why I did not integrate it manually...).

hman>hman 11 May 20 16:22 GMT-0000

Replied to
Yep, I... Oh, and while were at it: I wonder why I can see (and set) images to products? These
images, aren't they attachments to the products, which are tracker items? No one has the
right to modify or see attachments to/from tracker items, yet it works...

hman>hman 11 May 20 16:28 GMT-0000

Replied to Oh, and...
Ah, I could answer that one myself. Images are no longer attachment, now they are a field of
their own.

On other question. The Shop profile states this for the title field:
flags: searchable, public, list, mandatory, link

What is "link"? There seems to be no such flag?

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
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